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Abstract

This paper presents a new method for image and video encryption and a 3rst stage lossy video compression based on
frames di4erence before the encryption. The encryption methods are based on the SCAN methodology which is a formal
language-based two-dimensional spatial accessing methodology which can generate very large number of scanning paths
or space 3lling curves. The image encryption is performed by SCAN-based permutation of pixels and a substitution rule
which together form an iterated product cipher. The video encryption is performed by 3rst lossy compressing adjacent frame
di4erences and then encrypting the compressed frame di4erences. The main characteristics of the proposed methods are image
encryption, 3rst stage compression-based frames di4erences and encryption of video whose compression error can be bounded
pixelwise by a user speci3ed value, very large number of encryption keys, and ability to encrypt large blocks of any digital
data. Results from the use of the methods proposed here are also provided.
? 2003 Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Pattern Recognition Society.

1. Introduction

Security is an important issue in communication and
storage of images and videos, and encryption is one of
the ways to ensure security. Image and video encryption
have applications in internet communication, multimedia
systems, medical imaging, telemedicine, military commu-
nication, etc. There are several image and video encryp-
tion methods. They include SCAN-based methods [1–3],
chaos-based methods [4,5], tree structure-based methods
[6–8], MPEG-based methods [9–11], and other miscella-
neous methods [12–16]. The main advantage of the en-
cryption method presented here is the higher complexity of
encryption versus the other methods.

The proposed image encryption method is based on per-
mutation of the pixels of the image and replacement of
the pixel values. The permutation is done by scan patterns
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(encryption keys) generated by the SCAN methodology and
the pixel values are replaced using a simple substitution
rule. The permutation and substitution operations are ap-
plied in intertwined manner and iteratively. The image en-
cryption is lossless. The proposed video encryption method
is based on 3nding the di4erence between adjacent frames
and lossy compressing the di4erences and then encrypting
the compressed frame di4erences. The video encryption is
lossy but the pixelwise di4erence between original and re-
covered video can be bounded by a user speci3ed value.

The proposed encryption method belongs to a general
framework called iterated product cipher [17,18] which
is based on repeated and intertwined application of per-
mutation and substitution. This framework has been well
studied and developed in terms of cryptographic strengths
and attacks and this forms the basis of many modern en-
cryption methods including Data Encryption Standard [18],
Advanced Encryption Standard [19], and chaos-based en-
cryption methods [4,5]. The proposed encryption method
has additional features such as key-dependent permutation,
larger key space, variable length keys, and encryption of
larger blocks. Note that the proposed encryption methods
are symmetric private key encryptions, meaning that the
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same key is needed for both encryption and decryption and
the key must be known to both sender and receiver before
the communication of image or video.

It is important to mentioned that the new implementation
of the SCAN methodology proposed here has eliminated the
criticisms made by some authors [20,21] of the 3rst version
of the SCAN methodology implemented in 1988 [1,22]. The
main reasons are that the new version o4ers an unbreak-
able security due to the high volume of keys (1076000) that
require 1075000 in years from a supercomputing machine to
cover all possible cases, and the SCAN confusion function
that converts the image histogram Fat (see Section 3.2) by
making the decryption process absolutely impossible.

This paper is organized into 3ve sections. Section 2
presents a brief introduction to the SCAN methodology
and de3nes an encryption-speci3c SCAN language. Section
3 describes the image encryption method. Section 4 de-
scribes the video compression and encryption method. Sec-
tion 5 presents conclusions about the proposed encryption
methods.

2. SCAN methodology

2.1. Basic idea of SCAN

A scanning of a two-dimensional array Pm×n =
{p(i; j) : 16 i6m, 16 j6 n} is a bijective function from
Pm×n to the set {1; 2; : : : ; mn − 1; mn}. In other words, a
scanning of a two-dimensional array is an order in which
each element of the array is accessed exactly once, or
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Fig. 1. Basic scan patterns.

a permutation of the array elements. The terms scanning,
scanning path, Scan pattern, and Scan word are used inter-
changably in this paper.

The SCAN [1–3,23] represents a family of formal
languages-based two-dimensional spatial accessing method-
ology which can represent and generate a large number of
wide variety of scanning paths easily. The SCAN family of
formal languages includes several versions, such as Simple
SCAN, Extended SCAN, and Generalized SCAN, each of
which can represent and generate a speci3c set of scan-
ning paths. Each SCAN language is de3ned by a grammar
and each language has a set of basic scan patterns, a set
of transformations, and a set of rules to compose simple
scan patterns to obtain complex scan patterns. The rules for
building complex scan patterns from simple scan patterns
are speci3ed by the production rules of the grammar of each
speci3c language. The reader is referred to Refs. [1–3,23]
for detailed descriptions of syntax and semantics of various
SCAN languages and their applications.

2.2. SCAN for encryption

The basic idea of the proposed encryption method
is to rearrange the pixels of the image and change
the pixel values. The rearrangement is done by a set
of scanning patterns (encryption keys) generated by
an encryption-speci3c SCAN language which is for-
mally de3ned by the grammar G = (
; �; A;) where
non-terminal symbols 
 = {A; S; P; U; V; T}, terminal sym-
bols � = {c; d; o; s; r; a; e; m; y; w; b; z; x; B; Z; X; (; ), space,
0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7}, start symbol is A, and production
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B

       0               1                2               3               4               5                6          7 

Z

      0               1                2               3               4               5                6           7 

X

         0               1                2               3               4               5                6          7 

Fig. 2. Partition patterns and transformations.

rules  is given by

A → S |P;

S → UT;

P → VT (A A A A);

U → c |d | o | s | r | a | e |m | y |w | b | z | x;

V → B | Z |X;

T → 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7:
The semantics of this encryption-speci3c SCAN language
is described next.

(a) A → S |P means process the region by scan S or
partition P.

(b) S → UT means scan the region with scan pattern U
and transformation T .
(c) P → VT (A A A A) means partition the region with

partition pattern V and transformation T , and process each
of the four subregions in partition order using As from left
to right.

(d) U → c |d | o | s | r | a | e |m | y |w | b | z | x means scan
with continuous raster or diagonal or continuous orthogonal
or spiral out or raster or right orthogonal or diagonal parallel
or horizontal symmetry or diagonal symmetry or diagonal
secondary or block or zeta or xi, respectively. These scan
patterns are shown in Fig. 1.

(e) V → B | Z |X means partition with letter B or letter
Z or letter X , respectively.

(f) T → 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 means use one of the eight
transformation with scan or partition. For partition, these
transformations are shown in Fig. 2. For scan, these transfor-
mations are de3ned as follows. For all scan patterns, 0 means
identity transformation shown in Fig. 1, and 2 means 90◦

clockwise rotation. For scan patterns c; o; s; a; e; m; y; w; b,

Fig. 3. Example of scan key pattern—B5(s2Z0(c5 b0 o0s5)
c4 d1).

and x, 4 means 180◦ clockwise rotation and 6 means 270◦

clockwise rotation. For scan patterns r and z, 4 means ver-
tical reFection and 6 means vertical reFection followed by
90◦ clockwise rotation. For scan pattern d, 4 means 90◦

clockwise rotation followed by horizontal reFection and 6
means 180◦ clockwise rotation followed by vertical reFec-
tion. For all scan patterns, 1, 3, 5, and 7 are reverses of
scanning paths speci3ed by 0, 2, 4, and 6, respectively.

As an example, consider the scan key B5(s2 Z0(c5 b0 o0
s5) c4 d1) for a 16 × 16 image. The scanning path which
corresponds to this scan key is shown in Fig. 3. The
image is 3rst partitioned into four subregions using B5
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partition order. These four subregions are scanned using
s2; Z0(c5 b0 o0 s5), c4, and d1. The second subregion is
further partitioned into four subregions using Z0 partition
order and these four subregions are scanned using c5, b0,
o0, and s5.

3. Image encryption

The basic idea of the proposed image encryption method
is to rearrange the pixels of the image and change the pixel
values. The pixel rearrangement is done by scan keys. The
pixel values are changed by a simple substitution mecha-
nism which adds confusion and di4usion properties to the
encryption method. The permutation and substitution oper-
ations are applied in intertwined and iterative manner. First,
the encryption algorithm is described in detail. Next exper-
imental results are shown to prove various properties of the
encryption method which include pixel rearrangement, con-
fusion, and di4usion properties. Finally, various extensions
of the encryption method and the size of the encryption key
space are discussed.

3.1. Encryption algorithm

The encryption is done by Encrypt() function which is
described next and illustrated in Fig. 4.

Encrypt(I; N; k1; k2; p; m; J )
Inputs: Image I , Image size N × N (N = 2n; n¿ 2),

Encryption keys k1 and k2, Random seed
integer p, Number of encryption iterations m

Output: Encrypted image J
{

Let A, D, G be two-dimensional arrays of size
N × N and let B, C, E, F , R be one-dimensional
arrays of length N × N
Generate N × N random integers between 0
and 255 using random seed p and assign to R
Copy I into A
Repeat m times
{

Read pixels of A using key k1 and write into B
C[1] = B[1], C[j] = (B[j] + ((C[j − 1] + 1)R[j])
mod 256)mod 256 for 26 j6N × N
Read pixels of C and write into D using spiral key s0
Read pixels of D using diagonal key d0 and write
into E
F[1] = E[1], F[j] = (E[j] + ((F[j − 1] + 1)R[j])
mod 256)mod 256 for 26 j6N × N
Read pixels of F and write into G using key k2

}
Copy G into J and return J

}

The encryption key actually consists of four components,
namely, the two scan keys k1 and k2, the random seed integer
p, and the number of encryption iterations m. These four en-
cryption key components are known to both the sender and
the receiver before the communication of encrypted image.
The random numbers needed by Encrypt() can be obtained
by any method such as linear congruential generator with
seed p. The encryption algorithm uses four scan keys to
increase the complexity of pixel rearrangement. The keys k1
and k2 are speci3ed by the user as part encryption key. The
other two keys spiral s0 and diagonal d0 (shown in Fig. 1)
are 3xed as part of encryption algorithm. These two keys
s0 and d0 are chosen because they have opposite directions
of scanning and hence increase the complexity of pixel re-
arrangement caused by the user speci3ed keys k1 and k2.

There are two fundamental properties which every secure
encryption method must satisfy [17,18]. The 3rst is con-
fusion property which requires that ciphertexts (encrypted
data) have random appearance (uniformly distributed pixel
values). The second is di4usion property with respect to
plaintexts (original data) and keys which requires that
similar plain texts produce completely di4erent ciphertexts
when encrypted with the same key and similar keys produce
completely di4erent ciphertexts when encrypting the same
plaintext. The proposed encryption method satis3es both
confusion and di4usion properties.

The confusion and di4usion properties are achieved by
transforming the sequence B into sequence C using C[j] =
(B[j] + ((C[j − 1] + 1)R[j])mod 256)mod 256, and sim-
ilarly, sequence E into sequence F . The sequence C gets
uniformly distributed pixel values because uniform random
sequence R is used in the transformation. Therefore, G also
gets uniformly distributed pixel values and gets confusion
property. The sequence C gets di4usion property because,
a single change in value B[j] changes C[j] which changes
C[j + 1] which changes C[j + 2] and changes propagate
up to the end of the sequence C[N × N ]. It can be shown
that a single pixel change in A causes all pixels in G to be
changed in one iteration as follows. Suppose a single pixel
is changed in A. Then the corresponding pixel at some lo-
cation j in B changes. Then all pixels between j and N ×N
in C change. Then the corresponding pixels in D including
the top left pixel change (because spiral scan ends at top
left corner). Then the corresponding pixels in E including
the 3rst pixel change (because diagonal scan begins at top
left corner). Then all pixels in F change and then all pixels
in G change. A single change in encryption scan key also
changes all pixels in G in one iteration, because a change
in scan key causes at least one pixel at some location in B
to be changed which causes all pixels in G to be changed
as shown above.

The decryption is done by reversing the operations of
encryption. Note that the decryption requires the encryp-
tion key which consists of k1, k2, p and m. Decryption
is done as follows. Read pixels of G using key k2 and
write into F . Then, transform F into E by E[1] = F[1],
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Original image    Key k1             Substitution            Spiral s0              Diagonal d0          Substitution        Key k2    Encrypted image 

Repeat

A B C FED  G 

Fig. 4. Illustration of encryption.

E[j] = (F[j]− ((F[j− 1] + 1)R[j])mod 256)mod 256 for
26 j6N×N . Then read pixels of E and write intoD using
diagonal scan d0. Then read pixels of D using spiral scan s0
and write into C. Then transform C into B by B[1] = C[1],
B[j] = (C[j]− ((C[j− 1] + 1)R[j])mod 256)mod 256 for
26 j6N×N . Then read pixels of B and write into A using
key k1. Repeat this process m times to get the decrypted im-
age. Note that the random array R is obtained with random
seed p.

3.2. Experimental results

Several experiments were conducted to test various
properties of the proposed image encryption method which
include pixel rearrangement, confusion, and di4usion prop-
erties. Note that in all the following experiments, a 3xed
sequence of random numbers was generated by the C lan-
guage library random number generator with seed 100 and
used in the Encrypt() function. Note also that all images
are of size 256× 256.

(a) The Encrypt() algorithm was 3rst used to encrypt Lena
image with encryption scan keys B2(x0 y5 s6 r3), c5
and number of encryption iterations 5. The original and
encrypted images are shown in Fig. 5.

(b) In order to determine how well Encrypt() rear-
ranges the pixels, the confusion and di4usion parts
(i.e. transforming B to C and E to F) of Encrypt()

  After 1 iteration                          After 2 iterations                              After 5 iterations 

Fig. 6. Pixel rearrangement property of Encrypt().

 Original image                         Encrypted image 

Fig. 5. Encryption of Lena image using Encrypt().

were eliminated and only rearrangement parts of En-
crypt() were used with keys B2(x0 y5 s6 r3); c5.
The encrypted images of Lena after 1, 2, and 5 iter-
ations are shown in Fig. 6. The pixels are rearranged
in completely random looking manner in just a few
iterations.

(c) In order to determine how well Encrypt() disperses
a small region, a white image with a 10 × 10 black
block was encrypted (without confusion and di4usion)
using Encrypt() with scan keys B2(x0 y5 s6 r3); c5
and number of iterations 10. The original and en-
crypted images are shown in Fig. 7. The pixels
of the block are dispersed all over the image after
encryption.
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   Original block      Block after encryption 

Fig. 7. Dispersion of a small block.

(d) In order to measure the dispersion at a point and at a
block, two measures are de3ned as follows:

PSpreadk;n(p) = (�dist(E(p); E(q)))=|N (p)|; q-N (p);

BSpreadk;n(B) = (�PSpreadk;n(p))=|B|; p-B;
where p is any point in the original image, N (p) is the
set of neighboring points of p in the original image, k
is a set two encryption scan keys, n is the number of
encryption iterations, E() function is the permutation
induced by scan key k and iteration n, dist() is the Eu-
clidean distance function, B is any region in the original
image, and | | is the magnitude in number of pixels. The
spread of the 10× 10 block in Fig. 7 was computed for
various iterations with scan keys B2(x0 y5 s6 r3); c5
and the spread versus iteration plot is shown in Fig. 8.
The spread increases signi3cantly during the 3rst few
iterations and then randomly oscillates between 120
and 150.

(e) In order to determine whether large spreads occur for
blocks at any locations and with any scan keys, 10×10
blocks were chosen at 100 random locations and at each
location two random scan keys were generated, and
spread was computed for these blocks and keys after 10
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Fig. 8. Spread of a block versus iterations (3rst 20 and 200 iterations).
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Fig. 9. Spread of blocks at 100 random locations with random keys.

iterations. The plot of spread versus 100 random loca-
tions and keys is shown in Fig. 9. Large spreads between
120 and 150 occur regardless of locations or keys.

(f) In order to determine the confusion property of
Encrypt(), the Jet image and a pure black image
were encrypted using Encrypt() with scan keys
B2(x0 y5 s6 r3), c5 and number of iterations 10. The
original and encrypted images and their histograms
are shown in Fig. 10. The encrypted images have uni-
form histograms regardless of the original images, thus
proving the confusion property of Encrypt().

(g) In order to determine the di4usion property of En-
crypt() with respect to images, the jet image was
modi3ed by incrementing the value of one randomly
chosen pixel by 1. The value of pixel (100, 23) was
incremented from 239 to 240. Both the original Jet
and modi3ed Jet were encrypted using Encrypt() with
keys B2(x0 y5 s6 r3), c5 and number of iterations 10.
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Fig. 10. Confusion property of Encrypt().

Fig. 11. Di4usion property of Encrypt() with respect to image.

Fig. 11 shows the pixelwise di4erence of two en-
crypted images which shows that the two encrypted
images have no similarities even though their orig-
inal images di4er by only one pixel, thus proving
the di4usion property of Encrypt() with respect to
images.

(h) In order to determine the di4usion property of En-
crypt() with respect to encryption keys, the Jet image
was encrypted using Encrypt() with two di4erent pairs
of keys B2(x0 y5 s6 r3), c5 and B2(x0 y5 s6 r4),
c5 which di4er only by one digit, and number of]
iterations 10. Fig. 12 shows the pixelwise di4erence
of two encrypted images which shows that the two
encrypted images have no similarities even though

Fig. 12. Di4usion property of Encrypt() with respect to key.

the same original image was encrypted by two encryp-
tion keys which di4er by only one digit, thus prov-
ing the di4usion property of Encrypt() with respect
to keys.

(i) In order to determine the e4ect of small di4erence
between encryption and decryption keys, the Jet im-
age was encrypted with keys B2(x0 y5 s6 r3), c5
and decrypted with keys B2(x0 y5 s6 r4), c5 in 10
iterations. The resulting images are shown in Fig. 13.
Even though encryption and decryption keys di4er
by only one digit, the decrypted image is completely
di4erent from original image. Thus, having an almost
perfect guess of the encryption key makes decryption
impossible.
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Original image                       Encrypted with B2(x0y5s6r3),c5               Decrypted with B2(x0y5s6r4),c5

Fig. 13. E4ect of small di4erence between encryption and decryption key.

Table 1
Number of encryption keys

Image size Number of encryption keys
is greater than

4× 4 104

8× 8 1018

16× 16 1076

32× 32 10300

64× 64 101200

128× 128 104800

256× 256 1019000

512× 512 1076000

1024× 1024 10304000

3.3. Number of encryption keys

Let S(n) be the number of scan patterns of a 2n × 2n

two-dimensional array generated by the encryption-speci3c
SCAN de3ned in Section 3.2. Let T (n) be the number en-
cryption key pairs which can be used to encrypt a 2n × 2n

image. Then S(n) and T (n) are given by the formulae below.
Table 1 illustrates the magnitude of number of encryption
key pairs. From the table, it is clear that attack by searching
the encryption key pairs exhaustively is impossible.

S(2) = 104;

S(n) = 104 + 24(S(n− 1))4 for n¿ 3;

T (n) = (S(n))2 for n¿ 2:

The above formulae can be derived as follows. For a
2n×2n n¿ 2 image, there are 13 basic scan patterns shown
in Fig. 1 each with eight transformations resulting in 104
basic scan-transformation patterns. When n¿ 3, there are
additionally 24 ways shown in Fig. 2 to partition the image
into subregions of size 2n−1 × 2n−1 each having S(n − 1)
scan patterns recursively. This results in S(2)=104, S(n)=
104+24(S(n−1))4 n¿ 3. A scan key pair has two scan keys
each of which can be any of S(n) scan patterns, resulting in
T (n) = (S(n))2.

3.4. Extensions of encryption method

The encryption method can be extended to encrypt any
one-dimensional array of bytes or digital data as follows.
Decompose the one-dimensional array into one-dimensional
arrays of length 22n n¿ 2 and transform decomposed
one-dimensional arrays into two-dimensional arrays of size
2n×2n and applyEncrypt() to these 2n×2n two-dimensional
arrays and transform encrypted two-dimensional arrays
into one-dimensional arrays and append them to obtain
the 3nal encrypted image. Note that the transformation
between one- and two-dimensional arrays can be done
by simply scanning two-dimensional arrays in raster scan
order. Note also that if decomposition produces a remain-
der array of length less than 16 then this small array can
be kept not encrypted and appended to other encrypted
parts.

A rectangular image can be encrypted by 3rst trans-
forming it into one-dimensional array of pixels and then
applying the above procedure. Similarly, rectangular part(s)
of an image can be encrypted. Binary 3les such as exe-
cutable programs can be encrypted similarly. A compressed
image can be encrypted by transforming compressed bit
stream into byte stream and then applying the above
procedure. Color images with k-bit pixels can be en-
crypted by modifying the substitution parts of Encrypt()
with random number range 0 to 2k − 1 and modulus
value 2k .

4. Video encryption

The basic idea of the proposed video encryption method
is to 3nd the di4erence between adjacent frames and com-
press and encrypt these frame di4erences. Frame di4erence
operation is lossy resulting in lossy video compression. But
the maximum pixelwise di4erence between the original and
recovered video can be chosen by the user. The video en-
cryption is illustrated in Fig. 14. The video encryption algo-
rithm and experimental results are described in the following
sections.
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              Frame difference           Compression                Encryption 

Key1     Original  
      video

     Frame     
 differences

   Compressed
frame differences

Encrypted and     
  compressed 
frame differences

 Encrypted and     
   compressed
        video

Fig. 14. Illustration of video encryption.

4.1. Encryption algorithm

The video encryption is done by VideoEncrypt() func-
tion. This function and its auxiliary functions are described
next. In all these functions, symbols N , w, and h denote
number of video frames, frame width, and frame height, re-
spectively. The symbols m, n, and k denote number of bits
needed to represent x-, y-coordinates, and pixels of frames,
respectively. The symbol Bp;q denotes binary representation
of integer p in q bits. C = Append(A; B) means appending
arrays A and B and assigning the result to C.

VideoEncrypt(V; K)
Inputs: Original video V , Encryption key K
Output: Encrypted video is sent to receiver
{

Let F1 : : : FN be the frames of V
Let G1 : : : GN = Difference(F1 : : : FN )
Set Bu:er = G1

For (i = 2–N )
{
Comp= Compress(Gi)
Bu:er = Append(Buffer; Comp)
If size of Bu:er¿ 256× 256 bytes

Encrypt 3rst 256× 256 bytes of Bu:er with K and
send to receiver and empty those bytes from Bu:er

}
Encrypt remaining bytes in Bu:er and send to receiver

}
G1 : : : GN = Difference(F1 : : : FN )
Input: Video frames F1 : : : FN
Output: Di4erence frames G1 : : : GN

{
Let G1 = F1, T = F1

Let TH = user speci3ed value
For (k = 2–N )
{

For 16 i6 h, 16 j6w
If |Fk [i][j]− T [i][j]|6 TH
Gk [i][j] =−1

Else
Gk [i][j] = Fk [i][j]
T [i][j] = Gk [i][j]

}
Return G1 : : : GN

}

X = Compress(D)
Input: Di4erence frame D
Output: Compressed di4erence frame X
{
X = 3, Count = 0
Decompose D into 4× 4 windows
For each window W

If W has an element other than −1
X = Append(X; EncodeWindow(W ))
Count = Count + 1

X = Append(BCount;m+n−4; X )
Return X

}
U = EncodeWindow(W )
Input: 4× 4 window W from di4erence frame
Output: Encoded window U

Let U = 3 and let (x; y) be the top left corner of W
U = Append(U; Bx=4;m−2)U = Append(U; By=4; n−2)
For each pixel p in W in raster order
If p equals −1
U = Append(U; 0)

Else
U = Append(U; 1); U = Append(U; Bp;k)

Return U
}

Note that Di:erence() function involves lossy opera-
tion which makes the video compression lossy. But the
Di:erence() function guarantees that the magnitude of
di4erence between a pixel value in the original video and
its corresponding pixel value in the recovered video at the
receiver is at most threshold value TH which is chosen
by the user depending on the application. Higher thresh-
old value produces higher compression ratio and more
degradation of video. Fig. 15 illustrates compression of a
16 × 16 frame di4erence. In this example, compression
ratio between the original frame and compressed frame
di4erence is (16× 16× 8):(4+ 68+36+32) or about 8:1.
By encrypting the compressed frame di4erences, both fast
encryption and compression are achieved. To recover the
video at the receiver, the compressed-encrypted video is
3rst decrypted to obtain the compressed video which is then
decompressed to obtain the frame di4erences. These frame
di4erences and the 3rst frame are then used to reconstruct
the video. Note that the parameters N , w, h, m, n, k (de3ned
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                                 Frame 
                              difference 

                    

                                   Compressed frame 
                            difference 

     (4 bits)                                                   (68 bits)                                                                          (36 bits)                  (132 bits) 

-1       -1        -1       -1 

76      -1        -1      70 

75      -1       72       -1 

75      -1        -1      70 

65      65      60      60

60      60      60      61

62      -1       61      61

60      62      62      -1 

-1       -1        -1       -1

-1       -1        -1       -1

-1      -1        62       -1

-1      -1        -1      60

           -1             -1             -1            -1 

           -1             -1            -1 

           -1            -1 

            -1             -1            -1             -1 

B3,4 B1,2 B0,200001 B76,8001 B70,81 B75,801 B72,801 B75,8001 B70,8            . . . .                     . . . . 

Fig. 15. Illustration of compression of frame di4erence.

at the beginning of Section 4.1) are sent to the receiver
separately before the transmission of compressed-encrypted
video.

4.2. Experimental results

The proposed video encryption method (which per-
forms a 3rst stage compression before encryption, see
Fig. 15) was tested with several videos. The compres-
sion scheme here is based on the di4erences between
consecutive frames, and it does not include the lossless
compression scheme obtained by the SCAN methodology
[24]. Fig. 16 shows representative frames of four such
videos each with 20 consecutive frames. Table 2 shows
the compression percentage, i.e. ((original size − com-

pressed size)/(original size))×100 and the mean square
error between original and recovered videos for various
threshold values. Fig. 17 shows 3ve frames from Claire
video and compressed-encrypted video of all 20 frames
and corresponding 3ve recovered frames when threshold
value is 5.

Note that the threshold value is the maximum allowable
pixelwise di4erence between original and recovered videos
whereas the mean square error measures the average di4er-
ence between original and recovered videos. Higher thresh-
old values produce higher compression and more degrada-
tion of videos, but compression grows faster than average
error. For example, on the average, threshold value 5 pro-
duces about 78% video compression with average error only
about 1.67 (and maximum error 5).
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        Claire (352×288)              Trevor (352×288)           Discussion (352×288)        Heart (256×256)

Fig. 16. Test videos.

Table 2
Compression and mean square error of videos versus threshold values

Threshold value Claire Trevor Discussion Heart

Comp (%) Error Comp (%) Error Comp (%) Error Comp (%) Error

0 11.05 0.0000 3.74 0.0000 4.82 0.0000 37.33 0.0000
1 52.26 0.6363 31.73 0.5041 29.27 0.5732 45.47 0.0265
2 73.09 1.0413 48.20 0.9023 50.96 1.0693 50.24 0.4610
3 82.65 1.3416 59.99 1.1752 66.67 1.4481 73.30 1.5104
4 87.24 1.5500 65.31 1.3684 75.70 1.7228 74.65 1.6293
5 89.60 1.7065 67.79 1.5469 80.02 1.9384 77.32 1.8410
6 90.96 1.8374 69.57 1.7417 82.38 2.1317 85.19 2.4320
7 91.89 1.9648 71.12 1.9534 83.95 2.3177 86.92 2.6047
8 92.61 2.0912 72.52 2.1785 85.25 2.5058 88.01 2.8732
9 93.24 2.2191 73.83 2.4140 86.30 2.6978 89.49 2.9241
10 93.77 2.3532 75.07 2.6637 87.21 2.8995 90.17 3.2005

Video frames 1, 5, 10, 15, 20 

Compressed-encrypted video of all 20 frames 

Recovered video frames 1, 5, 10, 15, 20 

Fig. 17. Compression encryption of Claire video.
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5. Conclusions

This paper presented new methods for image and video
encryption based on the SCAN methodology. The new im-
plementation of the SCAN methodology proposed here has
eliminated the criticisms made by some authors [20,21] of
the 3rst version of the SCAN methodology implemented in
1988 [1,22]. In addition, the generalized G-SCAN method
represents the most complete version of the SCAN family
of languages, but its complexity is too high for a regular use
[3]. Summarizing the main characteristics of the proposed
encryption methods are:

(a) Lossless encryption of image.
(b) Lossy compression and encryption of video whose pix-

elwise compression error is bounded by user speci3ed
value.

(c) Number of encryption keys is larger than that of
most existing image or video encryption methods, and
encryption keys have variable lengths.

(d) Encryption method belongs to the framework of
iterated product cipher which has been well studied
and developed.

(e) Confusion and di4usion properties are satis3ed, and al-
most perfect guess of encryption key makes decryption
impossible.

(f) Capability to encrypt large blocks of any one-dimensional
digital data.

(g) Encryption uses only integer arithmetic and it can be
easily implemented in hardware.

The video compression method is particularly useful
when it is important to control or guarantee that pixelwise
di4erence between original and reconstructed video is al-
ways less than a user speci3ed value. The compression
works well when there is little and smooth change between
adjacent frames. These factors and encryption capability
make the proposed video compression-encryption method
especially useful in applications such as telemedicine.
Even though lossless compression can be achieved by
setting the threshold value to 0, this approach produces
only low compression. Future work includes incorpo-
rating existing SCAN-based lossless image compres-
sion method to achieve lossless video compression and
encryption.

It is important to be mentioned here that the complexity
of the SCAN methodology is of the order of O(n2 + log2 n),
for images of n× n pixels.

The software implementation (in C and Pentium II) takes
about 3 s to encrypt a grayscale image in Section 3.2 and
about 5 s to encrypt a 20-frames video in Section 4.2 and
about same amount of time for decryption as encryption.
The software implementation is not suitable for real-time
applications. Both image and video encryption algorithms
have been implemented in hardware by using FPGAs. Thus,
the use of FPGAs eliminates the disadvantage and make the

methodology a real-time system for encryption of images
and video.
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